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Abstract
In the recent years, muscle synergies have been utilised to provide simultaneous and
proportional myoelectric control systems. All of the proposed synergy-based systems
relies on matrix factorisation methods to extract the muscle synergies which is limited
in terms of task-dimensionality. Here, we seek to demonstrate and discuss the potential
of higher-order tensor decompositions as a framework to estimate muscle synergies for
proportional myoelectric control. We proposed synergy-based myoelectric control model
by utilising muscle synergies extracted by a novel constrained Tucker
decomposition (consTD) technique. Our approach is compared with Non-negative
Matrix Factorisation (NMF) Sparse Non-negative Matrix Factorisation (SNMF), the
current state-of-the-art matrix factorisation models for synergy-based myoelectric
control systems. Synergies extracted from three techniques where used to estimate
control signals for wrist’s Degree of Freedom (DoF) through regression. The
reconstructed control signals where evaluated by real glove data that capture the wrist’s
kinematics. The proposed consTD model results was slightly better than matrix
factorisation methods. The three models where compared against random generated
synergies and all of them were able to reject the null hypothesis. This study provides
demonstrate the use of higher-order tensor decomposition in proportional myoelectric
control and highlight the potential applications and advantages of using higher-order
tensor decomposition in muscle synergy extraction.
1 Introduction
For decades, Electromyography (EMG) has been used for control prostheses [4]. In
addition to the conventional direct control approach, the current state-of-the-art
methods for prosthetic upper-limb are usually based on pattern recognition
techniques [18] which has been successful in achieving high classification accuracy for a
range of motions (10 classes) [20]. Moreover, pattern recognition-based systems recently
found their way into commercial products such as “Complete Control” 1.
However, pattern recognition systems generally provide sequential control
schemes [17] and natural limb movements consist in the simultaneous and proportional
activation of multiple Degree of Freedoms (DoFs) [21]. In the recent years, muscle
synergies have been utilised in prosthesis control to achieve a simultaneous and
1https://www.coaptengineering.com/
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proportional myoelectric control across multiple DoFs [23,29]. Most approaches for
upper-limb synergy-based myoelectric control [5, 22,30] rely on matrix factorisation
algorithm (usually Non-negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF)) to extract muscle
synergies from training multichannel EMG dataset. Then, the extracted synergies are
used to estimate proportional and continuous control signals from testing dataset for
proportional and simultaneous myoelectric control.
Synergy-based myoelectric control schemes need to identify the muscle synergies and
their weighting functions associated with single-DoF. This way, a control signal which
corresponds to this DoF, can be estimated through matrix factorisation. However, NMF
is unable to extract the specified DoF synergies without further conditions imposed on
the protocol. To tackle this problem Choi and Kim [5] chose a completely supervised
approach using a joint synergy matrix. Jiang et al. [22, 23] proposed ”divide and
conquer” method, a semi-supervised approach which was used in [30] as well. This was
done by designing an experimental protocol to estimate muscle synergies and their
respective weighting function for a single DoF at a time. This method limits the
factorisation into a few possible solution, which allows simultaneous and proportional
EMG control without multi-DoF training data. Recently, Lin et al. [29] introduced a
Sparse Non-negative Matrix Factorisation (SNMF) algorithm since the lack of
sparseness solution is one of the notable drawbacks for NMF [27,28]. In addition, some
recent studies suggest the sparse nature of muscle synergies [14, 33]. SNMF was utilised
to identify control signals from two DoFs training datasets where synergies are assigned
to their respective DoF after matrix factorisation which makes it a quasi-supervised
approach.
The performance of proportional myoelectric control based on NMF synergies
degrades significantly with the of increase task-space dimension into 3 DoFs of
movement [23,30]. In addition, the current approaches assign two synergies for each
DoF (1 synergy per movement). Thus, the number of synergies needed for control
increases with the number of movements [12].
We hypothesise that tensor decompositions could help to solve this problem by
incorporating the movement and DoF information into the decomposition process.
Hence, control signals for each DoF can be extracted directly with appropriate tensor
decomposition method. This is encouraged by our preliminary study which showed that
constrained Tucker decomposition (consTD) was able to estimate consistent synergies
when the task dimensionality is increased up to 3-DoFs which can not be achieved via
traditional matrix factorisation.
Muscle synergies and the concept of modular organisation of muscle activity has
been accepted as a framework to analyse the fundamental roles underlying the
coordinated motor activity [10]. The muscle synergy concept would help to solve the
complexity problem of motor control concerning the redundant number of actuators
needed for a motor activity [9, 11]. The muscle synergy model suggests that the nervous
system activates muscles in groups (synergies) for motor control rather than activating
each muscle individually [39]. Muscle synergies has been proved to be an important
analysis tool for many applications such as clinical research [37] and biomechanical
studies [31,32] since they can be extracted from the non-invasive surface EMG.
According to the time-invariant synergy model [34,39], the estimation of muscle
synergies and their weighting functions from a multi-channel EMG signal is a blind
source separation (BSS) problem. Several matrix factorisation techniques have been
used to solve this problem to estimate the unknown synergies with NMF algorithm [27]
is the most prominent and suitable method [14,38]. However, EMG data are naturally
structured in higher-order form in many applications, such as repetitions of subjects
and/or movements. Hence, we proposed a new approach to extract muscle synergies
based on higher-order tensor decomposition [15,16].
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Higher-order tensors are the generalisation of matrices, which are 2nd-order tensors.
Tensor decompositions provide several advantages over matrix factorisation such as
compactnesses, uniqueness of decomposition and generality of the identified
components [6]. consTD was introduced as framework for muscle synergy analysis [15]
as it provide unique and consistent muscle synergies in comparison with unconstrained
Tucker model. In addition, the proposed model was capable to identify shared synergies
across tasks [15].
In this paper, consTD method is proposed for proportional myoelectric control. The
EMG data is tensorised by adding task mode to the spatial (Channels) and temporal
(time) modes to create a 3rd-order tensor with dimensions time×channel×movements.
Control signals are estimated from this tensor via consTD. In order to asses this
approach, control signals are mapped to hand kinematics through ridge regression. The
results will be compared against NMF and SNMF using two publicly available datasets.
2 Materials
Two datasets from the publicly available Ninapro [1,3] were used in this paper. The first
dataset [2] consists of 27 able-bodied subjects instructed to perform 10 repetitions of 53
hand, wrist and finger movements. In this study we worked on the wrist motion and its
three DoF are investigated. The dataset includes 10-channel EMG signals recorded by a
MyoBock 13E200-50 system Otto Bock HealthCare GmbH) rectified by root mean
square and sampled at 100Hz. The hand kinematics were captured using a 22-sensor
CyberGloveII (CyberGlove Systems LLC)). The glove returns 8-bit values proportional
to joint-angles using a resistive bend-sensing technology with an average resolution of
less than one degree depending on the size of subject’s hand. Data synchronization was
performed offline using high-resolution timestamps [1]. The “stimulus” time series in
the Ninapro dataset labelled the start and end of each movement repeated by the
subject. This series has been used for dataset segmentation of the training and testing
datasets. The signals are divided into training and testing sets with 60% (6 repetitions
of each movement) of the data assigned to training for each subject. The wrist motion
and its 3 DoFs are investigated. Therefore, 6 movements are selected to represent
wrist’s DoFs which are: the wrist radial and ulnar deviation that creates the horizontal
Degree of freedom (DoF1); wrist extension and flexion movements which form the
vertical DoF (DoF2); and finally wrist supination and pronation (DoF3).
The second dataset [19] consists of 40 able-bodied subjects instructed to perform 6
repetitions of 50 hand, wrist and finger movements. The same wrist’s movements
investigated in the first dataset were selected from the second one. However, myoelectric
activity in this dataset is recorded with 12-channel setup by Delsys Trigno Wireless
System. This different setup allows to record raw EMG signals sampled at 2 kHz with a
baseline noise of less than 750 nV RMS. The EMG data is rectified by root mean square
in the pre-processing. Hand kinematics were captured using the same 22-sensor
CyberGloveII system (CyberGlove Systems LLC)) used in the first dataset. As
mentioned, the three wrist’s DoFs are investigated with 4 repetitions to training and 2
assigned to testing dataset.
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(a) An example of the 10-channels surface EMG
training dataset for DoF1-3. It consists of 6
repetitions for the 4 wrist’s movements forming
DOF1-3 (radial/ulnar deviation and
supination/pronation).
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(b) The data preparation for NMF and
SNMF to estimate the muscle syner-
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(c) 3rd-order tensor for DoF1-3 with
modes (time× Channels × move-
ments).
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(d) The data preparation for NMF and
SNMF to estimate the muscle syner-
gies for DoF1.
Figure 1. An example for training data preparation and tensor construction for subject
6 and DoFs 1 and 3. Panel 1a shows the whole recorded segment for the 6 training
repetitions of the 4 movements. Data preparation for both NMF and SNMF methods
are illustrated in Panels 1b and 1d, The data is divided into two separate segments for
each DoF and NMF is applied to estimate 2 muscle synergies from each segment (1 for
each movement). Panel 1c shows the 3rd-order tensor construction by stacking the 4
movements in panel 1a as separate slabs. Tensor decomposition is applied to directly
estimate 6 synergies (4 task-specific and 2 shared).
3 Methods
3.1 Higher-order tensor models
3.1.1 Tensor Construction
3rd-order tensors are created by stacking the training EMG segments of each movement
to form a tensor with modes: time × channels × movements as shown in Figure 1c. In
this study, the training tensor is designed to have 4 different movements where a pair of
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Figure 2. Illustration of Tucker decomposition for 3rd-order tensor X.
them make a wrist’s DoF. This results in three training tensors for each subject where
each one consists of two wrist’s DoF (4 movements). The three tensors are named
DoF1-2 for horizontal and vertical DoFs, named DoF1-3 for horizontal and inclination
DoFs, and Finally, DoF2-3 for vertical and inclination DoFs.
3.1.2 Tucker decomposition model
Several decomposition models have been introduced to decompose higher-order tensors
into their main components. Tucker decomposition [40] is one of the most prominent
models for tensor factorisation [7]. In Tucker model, an nth-order tensor
X ∈ Ri1×i2×....in is decomposed into a smaller core tensor (G ∈ Rj1×j2···×jn)
transformed by a matrix across each mode (dimension) [25], where the core tensor
determine the interaction between those matrices as the following:
X ≈ G×1 B(1) ×2 B(2) · · · ×n B(n) (1)
where B(n) ∈ Rin×jn are the components matrices transformed across each mode while
“×n” is multiplication across the nth-mode [25]. The number of components for each
mode (jn) or the core tensor G dimensions is flexible and different as long as (jn ≤ in).
Tucker decomposition for a 3rd-order tensor is illustrated in Figure 2.
The Tucker model usually uses the Alternating Least Squares algorithm (ALS) to
estimate the core tensor and the component matrices. ALS has two main phases. The
first one is initialisation, where the components and core tensor are estimated either
randomly or by certain criteria [36]. The second phase is iteration to minimise the loss
function between the original data and its model. For example, the least squares loss
function for a 3rd-order Tucker model would be:
argminB(1),B(2),B(3),G‖X−B(1)G(B(3) ⊗B(2))T‖2 (2)
where ⊗ is Khatri-Rao product which is the column-wise Kronecker product. This loss
function is a difficult non-linear problem. The ALS approach optimise this loss-function
by breaking it down into three simpler loss-functions by fixing the two factors from
(B(1),B(2),B(3)) and computing the third unfixed factor. The newly computed factor is
used to update the other two equations and so on. Then, by alternating between the
three equations the convergence is reached when little to no change is observed in the
updated factors [8].
Although ALS has several advantages over simultaneous approaches, its main
drawback is that it cannot guarantee convergence to a stationary point as the problem
could have several local minima. This can be solved by applying multiple constraints on
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the initialisation and iteration phases [35] to improve the estimation. Moreover,
constrained Tucker model has several benefits including: uniqueness of the solution,
interpretable results that do not contradict priori knowledge and finally speeding up the
algorithm. Although constraints could lead to poorer fit for the data compared to the
unconstrained model, the advantages outweigh the decrease in the fit for most cases [6].
3.1.3 Constrained Tucker Decomposition
In this study, constraints are applied on Tucker decomposition to facilitate the
extraction of muscle synergies (task-specific and shared) that could be utilised in
myoelectric control. Two constraints are imposed on the during the initialisation phase
and one constraint in the iteration phase. For initialisation, the core tensor is initialised
and fixed into a value of 1 between each component in the (temporal\movements)
modes and its respective spatial synergy and 0 otherwise as the following:
gn,n,n = 1 n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
gn,5,n = 1 n ∈ {1, 2},
gn,6,n = 1 n ∈ {3, 4},
gi,j,k = 0 otherwise.
This core set-up that does not update with every iteration avoid undesired cross
interactions between spatial components (synergies) and other modes components. The
values in the core tensor are chosen to be 1 in order to hold any variability in
components rather than core tensor.
The second initialisation constraint is fixing the task mode components since we
have the information about each factor and its corresponding movement. The values are
designed to be 1 for the considered movement and 0 otherwise. Non-negativity
constraint on temporal and spatial modes is the only constraint in the iteration phase.
It is imposed in order to have meaningful factors (synergies) [5, 16]. Non-negativity is a
common constraint because of the illogical meaning for negative components in many
cases. Here, it is beneficial due to the additive nature of muscle synergies. It is
implemented in the iteration phase by setting the negative values of computed
components to zero by the end of each iteration to force the algorithm to converge into
a non-negative solution. A similar constrained set-up have been used in previous
study [15] to extract shared muscle synergies. Moreover, the algorithm would run for 10
times to ensure that the model is not converged into local minima and the
decomposition with the highest explained variance is chosen.
This consTD approach would result in four task-specific synergies and two
additional DoF synergies in the spatial mode. The additional DoF synergy are a shared
synergy between the two movements (tasks) that form that DoF. This is determined by
the set-up of the core tensor for the 5th and 6th factors (synergies) as shown above.
The muscle synergies extracted using consTD on the training tensors are utilised to
estimate one control signals per movement (4 in total). This is done through direct
projection of the testing data onto the fixed training components (core tensor and
spatial\movement modes) to estimate the temporal mode components of the testing
dataset. For the 3rd-order tensor in this study, the projection for training DoF tensor X
to the time mode ( B(1)) based on equation 1 would be
B(1) = X(i1×i2i3)[G(j1×j3j2)(B(3) ⊗B(2))T ]+ (3)
where B(2) and B(3) are the spatial (synergy) and movements modes calculated from
the training dataset, while G(j1×j3j2) is the fixed core tensor unfolded across the
temporal-mode (j1). Therefore, equation 3 can be used to project the testing dataset
(Xtest) to estimate the control signals (time mode projection) B
(1)
test. The resulting time
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Figure 3. Block diagram for the use of estimated synergies from the training dataset
in reconstructing the glove testing dataset.
mode components consists of 4 control signals represent the projection of each task for
the input test dataset.
3.2 Matrix factorisation models
In order to evaluate the tensor-based approach for proportional myoelectric control, we
introduce NMF and SNMF as state of the art benchmarks to compare to.
3.2.1 NMF
Several matrix factorisation methods have been used to extract muscle synergies. In
general, NMF [27] has been the most prominent method [15]. In addition, it has been
utilised for a proportional myoelectric control approach based on muscle synergies [23].
NMF processes the multi-channel EMG recording as a matrix X ∈ Rm×n with
dimensions (channel×time). This matrix is factorised into two smaller matrices (factors)
as
X ≈ B(1)B(2) (4)
where B(1) ∈ Rm×r holds the temporal information (known as weighting function) while
the other factor B(2) ∈ Rr×n is the muscle synergy holding the spatial information and
r is number of synergies where r < m, n to achieve dimension reduction. The algorithm
relies on cost function where both factors are updated and optimised with respect to the
non-negativity constraint to minimise the difference between the data matrix X and it’s
approximation as the following:
min
B(1),B(2)
1
2
‖X−B(1)B(2)‖2F
s.t.B(1),B(2) ≥ 0
(5)
where ‖.‖F is the Frobenius norm and Both factors B(1) and B(2) are constrained to be
non-negative. For more details see [13].
In order to use the NMF synergies for a simultaneous and proportional myoelectric
control scheme, Jiang et al. [22, 23] proposed a ”divide and conquer” approach. This is
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done by designing an experimental protocol to capture the EMG recording for a single
DoF (2 movements). Consequently, this approach would limit the factorisation into a
few possible solution. The result would be 2 muscle synergies and their respective
weighting function (or control signal) for each DoF.
3.2.2 SNMF
The SNMF approach is similar to the classic NMF method in many ways but it tries to
exploit the fact that some recent studies suggest the sparse nature of muscle
synergies [14,33] the lack of sparseness solution is one of the notable drawbacks for
NMF [27,28]. Therefore, SNMF would help to improve the muscle synergy estimation
and simplify the training stage as demonstrated by Lin et al. [29]. This is done by
imposing a sparseness constraint to the weighting functions (control signals) based on
the SNMF scheme introduced in [24]. In the case of SNMF algorithm, the cost function
of classic NMF shown in equation 5 is modified to the following:
min
B(1),B(2)
1
2
‖X−B(1)B(2)‖2F + λ
j=1∑
n
‖B(2)(:, j)‖21
s.t.B(1),B(2) ≥ 0
(6)
where B(2)(:, j) is the jth column vector of B(2) and λ > 0 is a regularisation parameter
to balance the trade-off between the accuracy of the approximation and the sparseness
of B(2) (control signals).
3.3 Regression
In order to map the control signals to the glove dataset, ridge regression is used [26].
The 4 control signals are regressed onto the 22 glove sensors data. The coefficients for
the multi-linear ridge regression are estimated separately from the training dataset of
the same subject, then applied to the control signal to predict each glove sensor signal.
The multi-linear ridge regression model estimate regression coefficients βˆ using
βˆ = (XTX + kI)−1XT y (7)
where X is the predictor matrix and y is the observed response. The regression
parameter k is a regularisation constant. In order to optimise these parameters, a
10-fold cross-validation (CV) procedure is designed. The training dataset for each
subject is divided into 10 folds. For each fold, the optimisation of k parameter is
performed via a log-linear search to maximise the quality of regression using Coefficient
of Determination (R2) index. The glove data is reconstructed using the muscle
synergies and control signals estimated from the training datasets using the three
methods under investigation as shown in Figure 4. The k regularisation constant
parameter and regression coefficients βˆ is calculated from the training datasets and used
to map the control signals of the testing data sets into the glove data to be compared.
3.4 Comparison between the methods using the glove dataset
The testing EMG dataset is used to reconstruct its respective glove data. This is done
through direct projection using muscle synergies from NMF, SNMF and consTD to
estimate the control signals. Then, it is mapped by ridge regression into the 22 sensor
glove dataset as shown in Figure 3. For all subjects, the reconstructed glove data is
compared against the true testing datasets where R2 is calculated as an index for
quality of reconstruction.
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Control Signal
1-Fold Glove Data
Compare
Ridge regression parameters optimisation
Figure 4. The 10-Fold Cross validation process to optimise Ridge regression parameters.
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Figure 5. consTD for DoF1-3 Tensor (shown 1c).
In order to rule out any statistical chance from the comparison, random synergies
are used to project random control signal and regress the glove data as the other three
methods. For each DoF, two random synergies are created from random values selected
from uniform distribution between [0,1]. Two-sample t-test were conducted to compare
the total R2 of each technique and the randomly generated synergies.
Finally, since many the 22 glove sensors are redundant and most of them does not
capture the wrist’s motion, the top 3 sensors across all methods (including the random
synergies) for R2 values are selected to represent the hand kinematics and to be
compared across all subjects.
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Figure 6. The NMF of training EMG datasets for DoF1 (Panels 6a, 6b) and DoF3 (Panels
6c, 6d) recorded from subject 6.
4 Results
4.1 Constrained Tucker decomposition
The {4, 6, 4} consTD decomposes the 3rd-order tensors constructed for each pair of
wrist’s DoFs. An example of the consTD for the EMG tensor (DoF1-3) of subject 6 is
shown in Figure 5. The tensor is decomposed into {4, 6, 4} components across its 3
modes (temporal, spatial and movements) where the core tensor and task mode are
constrained to guide the decomposition into interpretable results as discussed in details
in 3.1.3. Each component in the temporal mode is related to one movement of the four
movements of DoFs 1 and 3. For the spatial mode, the first 4 components are
task-specific synergies for those four movements while the 5th and 6th are shared
synergies for wrist’s DoFs 1 and 3 respectively. Those synergies are then used to
estimate the control signals for the testing dataset for proportional myoelectric control.
4.2 Matrix factorisation models
Both NMF and SNMF decomposes a training EMG segment of one DoF (2 movements)
into two synergies and their respective weighting functions. This was applied into the
three main wrist’s DoFs separately. Then the extracted synergies were used for
estimating the testing glove dataset through direct projection of EMG dataset. The
SNMF was used to separate between movements directly by imposing sparseness on the
weighting function. An example of NMF of DOF1 and DoF3 for subject 6 is shown in
Figure 6. The same segments were decomposed by SNMF as illustrated in Figure 7.
4.3 Comparison between the methods using the glove dataset
Synergies estimated by consTD, sparse and classic NMF in addition to random
synergies were used to estimated control signals from the testing EMG datasets. The
glove data were reconstructed by applying ridge regression on the estimated testing
control signals. This was done for each sensor of the 22 glove sensors where the ridge
regression coefficients were calculated separately from the training data set as discussed
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Figure 7. The NMF of training EMG datasets for DoF1 (Panels 7a, 7b) and DoF3 (Panels
7c, 7d) recorded from subject 6.
Table 1. The mean values of R2 for the reconstructed glove data of the 3 DoFs
combination.
consTD SNMF NMF Random
DoF 1-2
dataset-1 0.5241 0.5238 0.5146 0.4595
dataset-2 0.5112 0.5111 0.4964 0.4344
dataset-1 0.580 0.5723 0.5704 0.510
DoF 1-3
dataset-2 0.5589 0.5576 0.5566 0.4735
DoF 2-3
dataset-1 0.535 0.541 0.532 0.463
dataset-2 0.516 0.512 0.511 0.462
in 3.3. An example of the 4 reconstructed glove data (sensor 12) plotted against the
true glove data is shown in Figure 8 for subject 6.
For all subjects R2 were calculated between the true and reconstructed glove dataset
for each wrist’s DoF combination. The top three performing glove sensors were (8 , 12
and 21) across the all methods (including random synergies). The R2 results for DoF1-3
is represented as a violin plot in Figures 9 and 10 for datasets 1 and 2 respectively. The
mean values for the 3 wrist’s DoF combination for both datasets are summarised in
Table 1. The statistical analysis of two-sample t-test between the three methods
(consTD, NMF and SNMF) against random synergies showed that for all three DoFs
combinations, the three methods rejects the null hypothesis (p ≤ 0.05).
5 Discussion
Currently, upper-limb myoelectric control state-of-the-art is the classic sequential
control scheme of pattern recognition. Although it has been successful in recent years,
the natural limb movements consist in the simultaneous activation of multiple DoFs.
Recently, several synergy-based systems have been proposed to achieve simultaneous
and proportional myoelectric control [23,29]. These approaches relies on matrix
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Figure 8. Representative traces of wrist movement (DoF1-3) glove data (sensor 12) recon-
struction using muscle synergies extracted via (8a) consTD, (8b) SNMF, (8c) NMF and (8d)
random synergies for subject 6.
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Figure 9. Violin graph for the R2 values of reconstructed glove data (DoF1-3) for each
method across all subjects and top 3 sensors (8,12 and 21). The mean and median are
represented in the Figure as red crosses and green squares respectively for dataset (1).
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Figure 10. Violin graph for the R2 values of reconstructed glove data (DoF1-3) for
each method across all subjects and top 3 sensors (1,11 and 22). The mean and median
are represented in the Figure as red crosses and green squares respectively for dataset
(2).
factorisation methods to extract muscle synergies which are utilised to provide
continuous control signals. However, those approaches are still limited in terms of
number of DoFs and task-dimensionality.
In this study, the potential application of higher-order tensor model in myoelectric
control system were explored. We aim to improve the synergistic information extracted
from the muscle activity datasets for synergy-based myoelectric control especially with
the increase of task-dimensionality and number of DoFs.This was approached by using a
consTD method for synergy extraction from 3rd-order EMG tensor and incorporating
the shared synergy concept. In earlier study, we showed that consTD method is capable
to estimate consistent synergies when the task dimensionality is increased up to 3-DoFs,
while the traditional NMF was not able to extract consistent synergies when the EMG
segments were expanded to include additional DoFs.
A consTD scheme was proposed to estimate muscle synergies from training dataset
for proportional myoelectric control. Muscle synergies were extracted via both NMF
and SNMF for comparison. The estimated synergies were used to reconstruct glove
dataset through direct projection and regression of the EMG testing data. The
reconstructed glove data were compared against real glove data and theR2 was
calculated as a metric to assess each method. In addition to the three methods of
synergy extraction (consTD, NMF and SNMF), random synergies were used as well to
rule out any statistical chance with two-sample t-test.
Although, the statistical analysis of R2 showed that the three methods were able to
reject the null hypothesis, the average R2 across all subjects for three methods was
generally low. This is due to the fact that glove data may be not the best way to capture
the hand kinematics especially the wrist’s DoF as they rely on resistive bend-sensing [2].
Moreover, the consTD method was slightly better than matrix factorisation methods
but not significantly. This is because ridge regression had a great effect on R2 values, as
a result, the differences between methods are not represented effectively.
However, this study provides a proof of concept for the use of higher-order tensor
decomposition in proportional myoelectric control. For this application, tensors provides
an easier approach to identify synergies for each DoF by adding this information to the
tensor construction and decomposition. On the other hand, NMF methods have to
extract synergies separately through DoF-wise training [23,30]. SNMF was able to
extract synergies from two DoFs datasets [29]. However, there was a need to identify
synergies for each DoF after the factorisation process.
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6 Conclusion
In summary, the consTD was proposed as a method to extract muscle synergies for
proportional myoelectric control. It was compared against NMF and SNMF methods,
the current synergy extraction methods used in synergy-based myoelectric control
schemes. The methods were compared according to their ability to reconstruct glove
testing dataset. Although consTD method was not significantly better than matrix
factorisation methods, this study provided a proof of concept for the potential use of
higher-order tensor decomposition in proportional myoelectric control.
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